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 Osho describes Gautama Buddha as the greatest Osho describes Gautama Buddha as the greatest
breakthrough in the evolution of humanbreakthrough in the evolution of human
consciousness because his discovery of meditationconsciousness because his discovery of meditation
shifted the focus away from praying to a god towardshifted the focus away from praying to a god toward
meditation; toward becoming alert to the potential ofmeditation; toward becoming alert to the potential of
each human being for godliness. The 52 cards ineach human being for godliness. The 52 cards in
this deck together comprise a thoughtful guide tothis deck together comprise a thoughtful guide to
understanding the Buddha’s important contributionunderstanding the Buddha’s important contribution
to human enlightenment. Each card contain a sutra,to human enlightenment. Each card contain a sutra,
a commentary by Osho, and a beautiful image of aa commentary by Osho, and a beautiful image of a
Buddha statue. Readers can first enjoy the words asBuddha statue. Readers can first enjoy the words as
poetry and allow them to evoke an intuitive,poetry and allow them to evoke an intuitive,
emotional response; they can then read Osho'semotional response; they can then read Osho's
corresponding entry in the book to create meaning.corresponding entry in the book to create meaning.
A 53rd carA 53rd car
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Survival Pantry: Discover And Learn These TopSurvival Pantry: Discover And Learn These Top
9 Benefits You Must Know To Prepare Food,9 Benefits You Must Know To Prepare Food,
Water And Supplies For Any Disaster AndWater And Supplies For Any Disaster And
Survival SituationSurvival Situation

 Includes 3 FREE Bonus Books Nobody prepares Includes 3 FREE Bonus Books Nobody prepares
for a survival situation until it's too late. Fortunatelyfor a survival situation until it's too late. Fortunately
for you, you are going to learn all the ways that youfor you, you are going to learn all the ways that you
can prepare yourself and your family to havecan prepare yourself and your family to have
enough food and water to survive comfortably if youenough food and water to survive comfortably if you
and your community should be afflicted by a sand your community should be afflicted by a s

Ace the TOEIC Test: Practice Test 3Ace the TOEIC Test: Practice Test 3

 Are you ready for the real test? Wilsen Publishing Are you ready for the real test? Wilsen Publishing
presents a full-length, 200-question test that lookspresents a full-length, 200-question test that looks
and sounds like the real deal. The listening test wasand sounds like the real deal. The listening test was
recorded by native English speakers from the US,recorded by native English speakers from the US,
Canada, England, Australia and New Zealand. TheCanada, England, Australia and New Zealand. The
audio lasts 45 minutes, so you know you wonaudio lasts 45 minutes, so you know you won

Barron's GRE PsychologyBarron's GRE Psychology

 Reflecting actual GRE Psychology exams, this Reflecting actual GRE Psychology exams, this
manual presents five full-length model tests, with allmanual presents five full-length model tests, with all
questions answered and explained. Two of thequestions answered and explained. Two of the
book's five tests are diagnostics, designed tobook's five tests are diagnostics, designed to
pinpoint students' weak areas that require morepinpoint students' weak areas that require more
intensive study. The manual's extra featuresintensive study. The manual's extra features
include:include:

A Still Small VoiceA Still Small Voice

 A spellbinding novel of love and war from "a young A spellbinding novel of love and war from "a young
writer of great promise."-- Paul AusterWritten with awriter of great promise."-- Paul AusterWritten with a
storyteller's grace and a poet's touch, John Reed'sstoryteller's grace and a poet's touch, John Reed's
powerful first novel is a true adventure of the heart --powerful first novel is a true adventure of the heart --
at once a passionate love story and a sweepingat once a passionate love story and a sweeping
historical shistorical s
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What others say about this ebook:What others say about this ebook:

Review 1:Review 1:
Great help for meditation.Great help for meditation.

 Review 2: Review 2:
The cards are beautiful. It seems odd that the author's name is so prominent on every card; evenThe cards are beautiful. It seems odd that the author's name is so prominent on every card; even
bigger than the Buddha's name though? Some of the interpretations seem negative andbigger than the Buddha's name though? Some of the interpretations seem negative and
judgemental on non Buddhist beliefs and teachers; the negativity can be distracting andjudgemental on non Buddhist beliefs and teachers; the negativity can be distracting and
confusing. That being said, I do like the cards and use them.confusing. That being said, I do like the cards and use them.

 Review 3: Review 3:
Beautiful!Beautiful!

 Review 4: Review 4:
Great I love Osho I highly recommend this book it is very inspirational and easy to understand ,Great I love Osho I highly recommend this book it is very inspirational and easy to understand ,
coolest .coolest .

 Review 5: Review 5:
Osho's "Discover the Buddha" set of meditation cards is beautiful. The images of theOsho's "Discover the Buddha" set of meditation cards is beautiful. The images of the
Enlightened One are masterpieces all by themselves, but the added sayings (sutras) of BuddhaEnlightened One are masterpieces all by themselves, but the added sayings (sutras) of Buddha
create a "Buddha field" around each card you consult (of course, not a real thing in my opinion,create a "Buddha field" around each card you consult (of course, not a real thing in my opinion,
but an aura). These are not cards for a parlor game or occult cards that "predict" the future.but an aura). These are not cards for a parlor game or occult cards that "predict" the future.
Instead, used weekly, the cards help focus the mind and create mindfulness. Osho is a 21stInstead, used weekly, the cards help focus the mind and create mindfulness. Osho is a 21st
century conduit for the ancient Buddha and the cards are a perfect pocket spiritual counselor.century conduit for the ancient Buddha and the cards are a perfect pocket spiritual counselor.
Osho's little booklet (which come with the cards), is a gem and provides commentaries on eachOsho's little booklet (which come with the cards), is a gem and provides commentaries on each
sutra printed on the card of the week. Also, you don't have to be a Buddhist to absorb the ancientsutra printed on the card of the week. Also, you don't have to be a Buddhist to absorb the ancient
wisdom of this great man (whether, like Jesus, the Buddha even existed in history or was just anwisdom of this great man (whether, like Jesus, the Buddha even existed in history or was just an
archetype--who cares or knows?). In the 21st century, many of us now practice a kind of Worldarchetype--who cares or knows?). In the 21st century, many of us now practice a kind of World
Religion which blends the wisdom of many traditions--we pick and choose our spirituality like aReligion which blends the wisdom of many traditions--we pick and choose our spirituality like a
buffet dinner. That's perfectly ok, in the post-Christian West, which makes these cards a nicebuffet dinner. That's perfectly ok, in the post-Christian West, which makes these cards a nice
item to blend into your spiritual practice. Sitting and meditating with an Osho card, on a Sundayitem to blend into your spiritual practice. Sitting and meditating with an Osho card, on a Sunday
morning, is my inner church work. Or you may even like to bring a card inside a Christianmorning, is my inner church work. Or you may even like to bring a card inside a Christian
cathedral and sit quietly in the sacred space (as I did recently while visiting the magnificent St.cathedral and sit quietly in the sacred space (as I did recently while visiting the magnificent St.
Joseph Oratory in Montreal, Canada). There are few rules with the cards. The idea is to remainJoseph Oratory in Montreal, Canada). There are few rules with the cards. The idea is to remain
awake. And don't be the fool, as Buddha said. Amen. Peace. Namaste.awake. And don't be the fool, as Buddha said. Amen. Peace. Namaste.
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